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I am a Journalist, used to both freelance and contracted positions. I don’t hold
any preferences or lean to any political side, so you can be assured of no bias. I
have a wealth of contacts in the industry and I am capable of interviewing to a
very high standard, as well as investigative work.
 Highly Competent.
 Highly organised.
 Sensible and practical.
 Well connected.
 Approachable and
 Intuitive.
Friendly.
 Flexible.
 Confidential.
 Adaptable.
Bachelor Degree in Journalistic Writing.

January 2010 - Present
Journalist, The Daily Paragraph, London
Working for this massive broadsheet publication I was responsible for the
entertainment and social sections, and I would have to provide up to date, on the pulse
reports from the showbiz and current events markets. This entailed having a close
relationship with many large celebrities and their agencies, as well as being well
connected with photographers and independent leads.
January 2008- January 2010
Journalist, Freelance, London.
I worked for myself during a period of reflection from mass media. I had to try and keep
one step ahead of events by following celebrity blogs and websites to try and make
sure when a development occurred I would be the first to know about it, and could
report it first. I used my many media contacts to get my work published, and my many
photographic colleagues provided images to go with the reports.
January 2007 – January 2008
Journalist, The Daily Page, London
Working for a large tabloid in the readers concerns section it was my job to follow up
on reports that members of the public would write in with, and see if there is a story to
tell. This could be a community interest story, a whistle blowing, or even just a general
grumble about something. I made stories from the letters we were sent based on
investigative journalism.

Education

References

GCSE 10xA Grades including English, Maths and Science.
Londonberry Comprehensive School
London
2001
References are available on request, or in writing to the above previous employers.
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